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Abstract. The present paper deals with the numerical study of vortex-induced vibrations (VIV)
of an elastically mounted cylinder in a cross flow with uniform inflow. It is well known that,
in the case of low mass-damping, three distinct types of transverse amplitude response can be
observed depending on the range of the reduced velocity. However, the accurate numerical sim-
ulation of the VIV amplitudes at the lock-in upper branch remains a great challenge. Moreover,
few studies deal with the investigation of the hysteretic loop due to the jump between the initial
excitation branch and the upper branch.
Here, we propose to compute the transverse motion of the structure at a Reynolds number
equal to 3900 Large Eddy Simulation. The Navier-Stokes equations are solved on a moving
and deforming grid by means of an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) co-located finite vol-
ume method for unstructured meshes. An iterative algorithm is used at each time step based on
Newton’s or fixed point method. This algorithm uses convergent explicit predictions of the cou-
pled fluid structure system and sub-cycling is involved to get convergence towards the implicit
solution of the fully coupled system. A criterion based on the structure velocity is used to stop
the numerical sub-cycling process.
First, we compare the transverse amplitude response of the cylinder for various reduced
velocities with the DNS results obtained by Lucor et al. (2005) for zero structural damping and
a mass ration equal to 2. Next, the experimental data of Hover et al. (1998) are considered to
demonstrate the ability of the present solver to predict the VIV response for low mass-damping.
1 INTRODUCTION
Solving multi-physics problems is still a challenge requiring advanced computational me-
thods. This work aims to investigate flow-induced vibrations of dynamical systems subjected to
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complex flows. In very confined areas such as those encountered in steam exchanger and heat
generator tube arrays we are proposing a decomposition of physical problems by considering,
as a first step, mechanical systems made of single cylinder subjected to cross-flows.
Typical response of tube array under cross-flow are described below. When there is no mean
flow, this is the so-called region of Fluid Structure Interaction (FSI). Cylinders are subjected to
two kinds of excitations : inertial effect on one hand, damping effect on the other hand. These
effects are combined and generated by the presence of fluid inertia and viscosity impacting
shear stress exerted on solid walls. They may largely depend on confinement and they act on
vibratory response frequency and damping. In the presence of mean flow, flow patterns across
cylinder array are very sensitive to cylinder arrangement as well as other parameters. Cylin-
der spacing is one of the most important geometric parameters. Conventional results propose a
classification in flow regimes in standard in-line and staggered tube arrays. In several configura-
tions, all cylinders shed Karman vortices but a jet swing associated with vortex shedding is also
possible. Sometimes Karman vortices can not develop because the free shear layer of a front
cylinder may become attached to the downstream cylinder. On the contrary, when the confine-
ment decreases, vortex streets can be the same as those shed by isolated cylinders. There are
several possible flow regimes and many studies have been performed to identify the borderlines
between these flow regimes as flow regimes depend on all of the geometric and hydraulics pa-
rameters like Reynolds and Stokes numbers. There are three typical kinds of action exerted by
fluid and flow on solid walls responsible for three different dynamical behaviours of tube array
under cross flow : (1) Vortex-Induced Vibration (VIV) : in the lock-in frequency range, a syn-
chronization occurs between vortex shedding frequency and solid response frequency, which
implies an increase of displacement magnitude as well as a change of cylinder frequency. (2)
Turbulence-Induced Vibration (TIV) : whenever the reduced velocity, cylinders are submitted
to an external action exerted by fluid whose level is directly governed by the Reynolds number.
The higher the Reynolds number value, the higher the level of turbulence and the associated
loading which induces a moderate increase of vibration magnitude - without any change how-
ever in the dynamical stability regime of the cylinders. (3) Finally Motion-Induced Vibration
(MIV) : when the reduced velocity reaches the critical threshold called the fluid-elastic insta-
bility threshold, vibration magnitude dramatically increases linearly and only non-linear effects
like collision or breakdown can stop this motion.
The paper is organised as follows. A brief review of simulation of VIV are recalled in a first
part. In the second part, numerical methods are described. The last section focuses on VIV and
simulation of lock-in for a dynamic single cylinder under cross-flow.
2 STATE OF ART
Before dealing with multi-tube configurations (in-line or staggered tube arrays), single-
cylinder configurations are investigated in this article. In the case of single cylinder, only the
VIV phenomenon occurs. This phenomenon has been widely studied. So, it is well known that,
in the case of an elastically mounted cylinder with low mass-damping, three distinct types of
transverse amplitudes response can be observed. The distinction between the three response
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branches arising in different ranges of the reduced velocity U∗ has been described in the litera-
ture [13][14][15]. The reduced velocity U∗ is defined by U0/fnD with U0 the flow velocity, fn
the system natural frequency and D the cylinder diameter.
For low reduced velocities, there exists an initial branch associated with a 2S vortex shedding
mode (two single vortices shed per cycle) and the mean forces and cylinder response are in
phase. For intermediate and larger reduced velocities there is an upper and a lower branch
associated with a 2P vortex shedding mode emission [13] [14] (two pairs of vortices shed per
cycle). The ’lock-in’ is characterized by a synchronization of the vortex shedding frequency
(fs) and the system natural frequency (fn). The reduced frequency f ∗ is defined by the ratio
between frequency of oscillation f0 and fn. At the lock-in, f ∗ tends to be equal to 1. At the
’lock-in’, the reduced velocity U∗ is directly related to the Strouhal number St. For a given
reduced velocity, the amplitude of the response and the mode emission of the vortex shedding
depend on the mass-damping parameter m∗ξ. m∗ designates the mass ratio m/mf with mf the
mass of displaced fluid for a single cylinder (mf = ρπLzD2/4) and ξ the reduced damping.
However, very few numerical results have been able to accurately reproduce the three-branch
response model obtained from experiments.
Reaching the upper branch response still remains a challenge. Hysteresis, three dimensional
as well as low mass-damping effects have been highlighted in previous work (2D-FEM si-
mulations of Singh and Mittal (2005) [16], 3D-DVM simulations of Yamamoto et al. (2004)
[17] and 2D-FVM simulations of Placzek et al. (2007) [18]) but without the capture of the
upper branch response of the cylinder. As the ’upper branch’ regime is observed for moderate
and high Reynolds numbers and therefore appears to be Reynolds-dependent. Al Jamal and
Dalton (2004) [19] introduce turbulence modelling and perform 2D-LES simulations at Re =
8000, without reaching the upper branch. However Guilmineau and Queutey (2004) [20] and
Pan et al. (2007) [21] perform 2D-RANS simulations in a wide range of Reynolds numbers (
2000 < Re < 10000), which yield promising results, since the upper branch regime is observed
by using an ’U∗-increasing’ initial condition for simulations (i.e. by performing continuous
simulations and gradually increasing the fluid upstream velocity - and the Reynolds number -
while keeping all other parameters constant). However, the upper branch is not observed when
using the ’from rest’ conditions (i.e. setting the fluid upstream velocity at a given value and
letting the cylinder freely oscillate under VIV). Recently, Sigrist et al. (2008) [22] yield the
upper branch with a 2D RANS simulation but the extent of this higher amplitude zone is rather
narrow when compared to the experiments. Vortex-Induced Vibrations involve complex three
dimensional phenomena that can not be accurately simulated by using 2D modeling. Only
Lucor et al. (2005) [23] obtain cylinder response results closely matching the ’three-branch
response’ mode proposed in experimental works. In particular, the existence of an upper branch
with large amplitude response is confirmed by performing Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS)
with lowmass-damping (zero structural damping and mass ration m∗ = 2) for Reynolds number
range (Re = 1000 to 3000).
Numerical simulation of the turbulent wake of static and dynamic cylinders in cross flows
is considered. Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is involved in the subcritical Reynolds number
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range enabling large temporal spectra evaluations. A moving mesh formulation is used through
an Arbitrary Lagrange Euler (ALE) method in order to deal with solid boundary motion and
an iterative solver is used to account for fluid structure interfacial coupling. As far as fully-
coupled fluid solid system computation is concerned, in the presence of strong non linearity
of fluid, solid or interface dynamics (like turbulence or large magnitude motion), small pertur-
bation development procedures relying on linearization of interfacial boundary conditions are
prohibited. Therefore alternative methods involving iterative algorithms are prescribed. The
present work proposes the resolution of a fully-coupled fluid solid system by using a staggered
procedure suitable for non-matching interfaces. Thanks to a partitioned approach both fluid and
solid subsystems are formulated, discretized and solved separately and an iterative algorithm is
involved to ensure the convergence towards the solution ensuring energy transfer consistency
through the interface.
3 NUMERICAL ASPECTS
Simulations presented in the framework of the present article rely on Navier-Stokes equation
computations1 by using a collocated finite volume method for unstructured meshes devoted to
incompressible flows and turbulence with a fractional time step procedure for fluid pressure
velocity coupled computation through a projection method [1].
The flow is assumed Newtonian with a constant density ρ. If u and p stand for spatially





















with local coordinates (x, t) in the space time domain.
The subgrid scale tensor τ has to be modeled. The dynamic Smagorinsky model based on
Germano identity and Lilly minimization is used [2] [3] to take into account the small structures




τkkδij = −2νtS ij = −2(CS∆)
2�S�Sij (2)
where S ij represents the filtered strain rate tensor, �S� =
√
2S ijS ij, νt the subgrid-scale vis-
cosity, ∆ the filter width and Cs the dynamic Smagorinsky constant. In this work all com-
putational cells are hexahedral, therefore ∆ = 2Ω 13 can be used, where Ω is the volume of a
computational cell. The term
1
3
τkkδij is taken into account in the pressure gradient. The filter
which appears in equation (1) is implicit as it is introduced by the discretization errors in space
1With Code Saturne (www.code-saturne.org) involving a SIMPLEC algorithm with a Rhie and Chow interpo-
lation to avoid odd-even decoupling on structured meshes [1].
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and time and by the model itself. The explicit filter which is applied to compute the dynamic
constant Cs uses the neighbors sharing a node with the computational cell. No averaging in
the homogeneous directions (the spanwise direction in theses cases) is performed. No negative
value is allowed to the subgrid-scale viscosity and the maximum value of the dynamic constant
is set to 0.065 (the standard Smagorinsky model value).
In the framework of collocated finite volume approach, all variables are located at the center
of gravity of the cells. The momentum equations are solved by considering an explicit mass
flux (the three components of velocity are thus uncoupled). A second order centred scheme
in space and time is used. A Crank-Nicholson time scheme with a linearized convection and
a second order Adams-Bashforth method for the part of the diffusion involving the transposed
gradient operator, coupling velocity components are involved. A centred scheme is used for
the convection operator. The non-orthogonalities are taken into account with an implicit recon-
struction technique explained in [1]. When a non-orthogonal grid is used, the matrix contains
only the orthogonal contributions of the different operators. The non-orthogonal part is added
to the right hand side of the transport equation (thus, inner iterations are needed for the velocity
and pressure equations to make the gradient reconstruction implicit). This approach is suitable
for several academic cases (decaying isotropic turbulence, channel flow) and also for industrial
ones (T-junctions, combustor chamber, tube arrays) [4][5].
Solving fluid solid coupled systems involves the resolution of fluid and solid dynamics si-
multaneously and in a coupled manner particularly at the interface where energy transfer takes
place. Therefore a formulation of boundary conditions compatible with both fluid and solid
systems is required. For a given interface, energy exchanges between fluid and solid domain
occur through the interfaces of solid and fluid domains (Γs/f and Γf/s). The energy transferred
per unit of time and surface is defined by the product of mechanical stress acting on the inter-
face and the interface displacement velocity. Therefore, the energy flux evaluated on each cell
boundary located on fluid and solid interface models is consistent if at least two conditions are
fulfilled in the continuum space : the continuity of the velocity and the stress at the interface.
After space and time discretizations these conditions must be preserved with the required accu-
racy whatever the spacetime evolution of the boundaries. This implies an additional condition








σijnj = Tijnj on Γs/f
(3)
where us represents the displacement of the interface, DDt the material derivative and Tij the
solid stress tensor. In this work, cylinder motion under crossflow is investigated. Considering
small magnitude motion in the cross direction only if there is no degree-of-freedom of motion
in the drag direction and assuming rigid body motion, the solid dynamic equation is expressed
as follows :
m ÿ + c ẏ + k y = Fy (4)
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where y is the transverse cylinder displacement, m the oscillating structural mass, c the struc-
tural damping, k the structural stiffness and Fy the action exercised by the fluid in the lift direc-
tion (small magnitude fluctuations around the mean equilibrium position). In the framework of
rigid motion theory (similarly for linear elasticity), a lagrangian formulation is used to describe
the time evolution of the solid kinematics. System remains linear and time integration relies on
an implicit Newmark second order unconditionally stable algorithm.
In the fluid domain however standard Eulerian formulation is not suitable for describing solid
boundary motion. Therefore an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) approach is involved.
This moving grid method consists in introducing an arbitrary referential domain for Navier-
Stokes system computation and using associated time-depending reference space mapping to
derive the system to be solved in the computational coordinate system.




















where v represents the cell velocity evaluated at the cell’s center of gravity in a collocated
finite volume approach. The introduction of an arbitrary computational reference system, from
a mathematical point of view, means the introduction of a grid mesh impacting convective
terms in the momentum equation. For incompressible flow, the Geometry Conservation Law
(GCL) [6] is ensured for uniform flows with a first order approximation. It ensures numerical
conservation of physical fields : the variation of an elementary volume during a time step ∆t is










Several formulations are possible to impose the grid velocity. In this work, a Poisson elliptic













v = 0 on ∂Ωf \ Γf/s
(7)
The assumption that LES filtering commutes with partial derivatives is generally considered
valid on fixed grids with uniform cell width. On deforming unstructured grid this is not the case
anymore and temporal commutation errors (TCE) may have to be considered. In this work,
the TCE are neglected in a first approximation. Finally to deal with computation of the fully-
coupled fluid solid system, an iterative method is involved in order to look for a solution ensur-
ing continuity conditions through the interface at each step of the calculation [7][8][9][10][11].
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A fixed point method is used with consistent predictor and corrector terms for kinematics and
stress field transfer associated with a projection and a condensation method in order to enable
one-degree-of-freedom systems for modeling solid dynamics [12]. Under-relaxation may be
introduced to improve the convergence properties of the iterative scheme.
4 NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A single cylinder motion under crossflow is studied. This is a first step before investigating
cylinder arrangements in the future. The main objective of this part is to investigate numeri-
cally the behavior of a rigid cylinder at low mass-damping parameter, constrained to oscillate
transversely to a free stream. The upper branch is particularly considered.
Numerical calculations are performed for two configurations : with and without damping.
The experimental work of Hover et al. (1998) [24] and numerical results of Lucor et al. [23]
are taken respectively as experimental and numerical references. Simulations are performed in
a range of reduced velocities which extends from U∗ = 2 to U∗ = 10 for the case with damping
and for U∗ = 5, 6, 7 for the case without damping. Response of the cylinder undergoing VIV is
analyzer in terms of amplitude and frequency of oscillations.
Before presenting results, some numerical parameters need to be specified. The size of the
computational domain is 20D × 20D × 4D. The length of the computational domain upstream
the cylidner is equal to 10D. This is necessary to allow the pressure field to reach an upstream
asymptotic behaviour. A mesh with 32 points in the transversal direction is used and the total
number of cells is equal to 2.106. Constant boundary conditions are introduced at the inlet
(constant velocity in space and time) and no syntetic method is involved to generate turbulence.
The flow is laminar upstream of the cylinder. No wall functions have been necessary during
the unsteady simulations. Periodic boundary conditions are used in the spanwise direction. The
outlet conditions are standard, Dirichlet condition for the pressure and homogeneous Neumann
codition for the velocity. Symmetry boundary conditions are used for the upper and lower
boudary faces. At the moving boundary, a Dirichlet condition is imposed for velocity with
respect to the kinematic consistency condition. The Reynolds numberRe = 3900 has been used.
The maximum CFL number is equal to 0.8. The corresponding time step is ∆t = 0.001D/U0
where U0 is the inlet velocity. Initial conditions for the flow field are set by a static computation.
4.1 Case without damping
In a first case, we set the structural damping to be zero as we are interested in the maximum
response of the system. The choice of mass ratio (m∗ = 2) and structural damping corresponds
to a low mass-damping parameter range. The parameters are the same as the numerical refer-
ences [23]. We investigate three different reduced velocities U∗ = 5, 6, 7 for the oscillator, see
table 1. All the cases corresponds to the upper branch region.
Amean corresponds to the mean amplitude averaged on 10 oscillation periods, Amax to the
maximum amplitude andAmin to the minimum amplitude computed. The deviation corresponds
to the standard deviation from the mean amplitude Amean.
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m∗ m∗ξ Vr Amean/D Amax/D Amin/D Deviation
2 0 5 0.795 0.909 0.579 0.096
2 0 6 0.694 0.836 0.632 0.062
2 0 7 0.532 0.593 0.441 0.043
























 Reduced Velocity [-]
Lucor etal. Re=1000
Lucor et al. Re=2000
Lucor et al. Re=3000
Present simulation
Figure 1: Dimensionless displacement at Reynolds 3900 at mass ratio m∗ = 2 without damping versus reduced
velocity with comparison to numerical [23] references
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Lucor et al. Re=1000
Lucor et al. Re=2000
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Present simulation
Figure 2: Evolution of reduced frequency at Reynolds 3900 at mass ratio m∗ = 2 without damping (right) versus
reduced velocity with comparison to numerical [23] references
As illustrated by the figure 1, the amplitude response of upper branch is Reynolds-dependent.
ForU∗ = 5, amplitude response is lower than DNS results at Reynolds number 3000 and similar
for other reduced velocity values (U∗ = 6, 7). The first reason is clearly due to the difference of
turbulence modelling and a second explanation can be the number of points along the spanwise
direction (LES simulations were performed using 32 points whereas DNS simulations used 64
points).
Figure 4.1 gives the evolution of the frequency ratio f ∗ of the cylinder oscillations throughout
the reduced velocity. The numerical results correlate well with the ’lock-in’ zone except the
reduced frequency for U∗ = 6 is much larger than the numerical reference [23] for lower
Reynolds number.
The simulation results are satisfactorily when compared to DNS results at least from a CPU
cost point of view. This approach will be compared to an experimental reference : a cylinder
with structural damping.
4.2 Case with damping
Numerical calculations are performed at low mass ratio (m∗ = 1) and low mass-damping
(m∗ξ = 0.04), which corresponds to the conditions of experimental references [24].
We present amplitude response results for Re = 3900 and investigate 8 cases for the oscilla-
tor with damping (table 2). Amean gives the mean amplitude averaged on 10 oscillation periods,
Amax the maximum amplitude and Amin the minimum amplitude computed throughout the re-
duced velocity range 2 < U∗ < 10. The deviation corresponds to the standard deviation from
the mean amplitude Amean.
For the case with damping, good correlations are observed as far as the upper branch is con-
cerned. The highest average of the mean magnitude response of the cylinder around Amean ∼
0.795 is obtained for a reduced velocity about U∗ = 5. The extent of this higher amplitude zone
correlates with the experimental data.
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m∗ m∗ξ Vr Amean/D Amax/D Amin/D Deviation
1 0.04 2 0.081 0.121 0.052 0.019
1 0.04 3 0.380 0.416 0.352 0.33
1 0.04 4 0.794 0.892 0.663 0.052
1 0.04 5 0.795 1.01 0.639 0.056
1 0.04 5.5 0.721 0.898 0.562 0.107
1 0.04 6 0.715 1.08 0.547 0.149
1 0.04 7 0.661 0.821 0.550 0.072
1 0.04 10 0.488 0.546 0.413 0.045






















 Reduced Velocity [-]
Present simulation
Hover et al.
Figure 3: Dimensionless displacement at Reynolds 3900 at mass ratio m∗ = 1 and damping (m∗ξ = 0.04)























Figure 4: Evolution of reduced frequency at Reynolds 3900 at mass ratio m∗ = 1 and damping (m∗ξ = 0.04)
versus reduced velocity with comparison to experimental [24] references
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Figure 4.2 gives the evolution of the frequency ratio f ∗ of the cylinder oscillations throughout
the reduced velocity. The numerical results correlate well with the ’lock-in’ zone.
The different branches of amplitude response are very well characterized by plotting not only
the amplitude, but also the phase φ between the lift force and displacement, and the Lissajou
















 Reduced Velocity [-]
Present simulation
Hover et al.
Figure 5: Phase between the lift force fluctuations and the displacement at Reynolds 3900 at mass ra-
tio m∗ = 1 and mass-damping (m∗ξ = 0.04) as a function of reduced velocity with comparison to
experimental work [24]
The phase delay is evaluated by computation of cross power spectral density. The jump
in phase angle φ in this figure is associated with the transition from the upper to the lower
branch. If the phase φ is defined as the lead of the lift force fluctuations over the displacement,
then the upper is near 0◦, whereas the lower branch is nearer 180 ◦, such as that found for a
linear forced system going through resonance. When the dynamics shifts from the initial to the
upper branch, the phase angle φ remains at just above O ◦. The Lissajou figures indicate the
very periodic nature of the oscillations in the lower branch (figure 6 left) and the relatively less
steady dynamics of the upper branch (figure 6 right). In the latter case, shown by the Lissajou
on figure 7 left, the phase changes of around 180 ◦ as the oscillations seem to wander to the
smaller amplitude of the lower branch, and then back by −180 ◦ as the oscillations switch back
to the larger amplitude of the upper branch. There is an intermittent switching between the
upper and lower branch amplitudes and phases, whereas we see a hysteretic change from the
initial to the upper branch. The phase portraits (figures 6, 7) can be compared to those plotted
by [13] (see figure 13 in this reference).
The maximum lift (r.m.s.) occurs (figure 8) at the transition between the initial excitation
and the upper branch. It is indeed very low in lower branch. As Khalak and Williamson (1999)
[13], the lift increases rapidly brefore the transition and decreases after the transition.
The presented simulations yield the upper branch response which has never been reported so
far with a 3D LES approach. The simulation results are therefore satisfactorily when compared
to DNS results at least from a CPU cost point of view, since this approach can be considered
11
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r.m.s. Cl
Figure 8: Variation of lift force coefficient versus reduced velocity for m∗ = 1 and m∗ξ = 0.04
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for practical applications. Further investigations will be devoted to the transitions between the
branches.
5 CONCLUSIONS
Numerical simulations of the VIV response of a cylinder freely vibrating transversely to
a fluid flow at moderate Reynolds number has been performed in the present study under low
mass-damping conditions. Simulations are performed by using a coupled CFD/CSM procedure,
with a single degree-of-freedom solid system and LES for modeling turbulent flow. Numerical
results have been exposed and compared with experiments of Hover et al. (1998) on the one
hand and simulations of Lucor et al. (2005) on the other hand.The presented simulations yield
theupperbranch response which has never been reported so far with a 3DLES approach. The
simulation results are therefore satisfactorily when compared to DNS results at least from a CPU
cost point of view, since this approach can be considered forpractical applications. Qualitative
agreements are highlighted as far as the cylinder response oscillation amplitude and frequency is
concerned. Furthermore, the presented numerical simulations yield theupperbranch response
which has never been reported so far in CFD computations. Further investigations will be
devoted to the transitions between the branches.
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